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What Did I learn from the fall
Vancouver, BC conference?

EDITOR
INFORMATION:

As always, we welcome
your ideas, feedback,
and contributions to
SCOPE!
Contact me at feuerl@
u.washington.edu.
Students can contact
Dajana, our Student
Editor, at
kurbgov@seattleu.edu.

Vancouver is a great place to host a conference with fine food and a
terrific hotel! Good speakers are always worth listening to. The primary
reason for hearings is not that we are screwing up our paperwork, testing or time frames, but that we simply aren‟t spending enough time
forging trusting relationships with our parents…
More lessons learned on pages 6 & 7.

Did you know WSASP is on Facebook? Join our Washington
State Association of School Psychologists group page, and stay
connected!

Thank you!
LAURA FEUERBORN,
editor, Ph.D., NCSP
Assistant Professor,
UW, Tacoma
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RTI in Vancouver Public Schools Part V:
Advent of the Core Teams
Bill Link, NCSP, RtI Coordinator

The establishment of Core Teams at our RtI sites last year provided the boost
our implementation at the six sites needed. The core team members are representatives from each school who receive continuous professional development and on site coaching to build capacity at each school. These teams support the students and teachers at each building in a systemic way.
The systems level support occurs across all three prevention levels (primary,
secondary, and tertiary) of the pyramid. Core team support at the ―primary
prevention level‖ begins by facilitating an understanding of benchmarking data
during grade level team meetings called ―Tier I Meetings‖. These meetings
help plan and organize the work of the teachers during their Professional
Learning Communities (PLC).
Core team members are then available during this important PLC work to
help teachers with strategies to monitor progress. In addition to analyzing
curriculum-based measurement data (CBM), they are helping teachers review
common formative assessments. Nurturing the teachers in this fashion during
PLC’s is becoming our secondary level of prevention, or Tier II work.
Continued on page 5
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MESSAGE

Dear colleagues,

As I am writing this in December, I am trying to get the last of my
evaluation reports finished up before winter break. It’s been a hectic
four weeks for me since the WSASP conference in B.C.: Parent-Teacher
conferences, Thanksgiving, and a total of 15 evaluation meetings.
I am looking forward to the time off and special time with family, as well
as just relaxing! And I’m sure I’m not alone with these thoughts.
Speaking of the B.C. Conference – It was fantastic! If you missed it,
there is still a chance to get a flash drive with all the presentations on it,
just by renewing your membership to WSASP. Don’t miss out on this
opportunity. And mark your calendars right now for Oct. 11-13, next
year’s WSASP conference at the Pasco Red Lion, which will be all about
intervention.

“As you work on

your own resolutions,
remember that you
are much
appreciated! School
psychologists are
needed now more
than ever. We play
a vital part in each
of our schools
towards helping
students succeed,”

And now, as you are reading this message, it is already the New Year.
Hopefully you are all rested, renewed and ready to provide even more
great services to your students. As we all know, holidays can be a
stressful time for kids, especially with the current economic situation,
and school can be a sanctuary.
I have never been good about keeping New Year’s Resolutions. I always
have good intentions, but somehow, I seldom follow-through.
(Especially if they pertain to losing weight and exercising more!) Nevertheless, I do try. This next year, I would like to:
Focus on the positive, especially in the midst of naysayers about
negative economic news from the legislature.
Be even more alert to the mental health needs of the students in the
schools I serve.
Study resilience, in order to help more students succeed.
Collaborate more with staff, and be more sensitive to their needs,
professionally and personally.
Practice gratitude in all that I do! I have so much to be thankful for.
As you work on your own resolutions, remember that you are much
appreciated! School psychologists are needed now more than ever. We
play a vital part in each of our schools towards helping students succeed,
emotionally as well as academically.
Happy New Year!
Pam Hamilton
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Congratulations to WSASP Awards Recipients
We proudly announce the recipients of the 2011 awards!
Louisa Thompson Award, Susan Ruby
School Psychologist of the Year, Brenda Vandouris of Central Valley
Best Practice in Assessment, Tricia Campbell of Central Valley
Best Practice in Program Evaluation, Erin Ransdell of Federal Way School District
Best Practice in Consultation, Dave Martin of Federal Way School District
Best Practice in Supervision, Craig Montagne of Deer Park School District
Best Practice in Intervention, Tamara Shierman of East Valley
School Psychology Services Award, Auburn School Psychologist Team, award accepted by Jen Samuelsen
and Kevin Burchatz
WSASP thanks you all for your dedication to the field of school psychology
and to the communities you serve.

Pam Hamilton
addresses the awards
recipients at the 2011
WSASP Fall Conference
in Vancouver, British
Columbia..

Congratulations to the Minority Scholarship Recipient, Christina Phan!
WSASP is proud to announce the 2011 Minority Scholarship for Graduate Training in
School Psychology to Christina Phan. Christina is currently enrolled at Central
Washington University in the School Psychology Program. In her graduate program,
Christina has worked with teams to implement response to intervention in the Easton
School District and participated in discrete trial training with individuals ages 2-56
diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorder.
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Cultural Sensitivity: When we are pushed to the limits-who
decides what is healthy and acceptable?
By Steve Hirsch, Shoreline School District, EWU School Psychology certification
program, WSASP conference & professional development chair
There isn't a School Psychologist alive that would admit to not being culturally sensitive. Even
though the vast majority of us are caucasian with middle to upper class SES backgrounds, we
have taken classes, gone to workshops, read articles and books, looked out our kitchen windows and done everything in our power to create a profession that we view as culturally sensitive. Yet, a meeting yesterday convinced me that there are some pretty important, unaddressed questions out there.
Are there limits to our cultural sensitivity? Can we be pushed beyond what we feel is an acceptable level of sensitivity? I will be the first to admit that my career so far has been one of
limited exposure to Culturally and Linguistically Diverse populations. My years in Sumner
were spent primarily at an elementary school located on Lake Tapps. Enough said. The past
12 years or so have seen me in East Valley Spokane, a rural suburb. The CLD population,
though growing, consists primarily of immigrants from former Russian provinces. Now I find
myself on the west side of the state where the number of languages spoken in a school can
exceed the total population of many communities on the east side of state.
Yesterday, we held an SST, called by a parent who was worried about the possible termination
of the 504 plan for his daughter. Without accommodations being required, she has been extremely successful in school (4.0 GPA; 90-98th%ile on PSAT; Level 4 scores on MSP;HPSE) by
our standards.
It was, according to the team (and I confess my impression) that this was a clear case of a
parent with exceedingly high expectations wanting nothing less than perfection from their
child). The fact that the family was of Chinese origin only fueled the fire. I recall hearing a
phrase the other night on a TV show, Glee (so it has to be true)- “An A- is the Asian F”. I also
recall that Asian moms have the reputation of exceedingly high expectations (“Tiger moms”).
The meeting did little to eradicate these stereotypes.
Eligibility for 504 aside, (after all what accommodations are needed for success?) what concerned me the most was the feeling of the team afterwards, that “We can't contribute to the
parent's incredibly high and potentially damaging expectations of their daughter.”
We felt that we must withhold the 504 for no other reason than this delightful young woman
appeared to be reluctant to self-advocate or even answer questions due to the presence of
the parental thumb on her.

Note from the Editor:
The SCOPE encourages reader responses to this
opinion piece. Please submit your responses to
feuerl@u..washington.edu.

Continued next page
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Cultural Sensitivity (continued from previous page)
We were perturbed at the resistance of the parent to accepting “near-perfect” performance in
their child as good enough. As a team, we started talking in terms of the parental approach
not only stifling, but harming the mental health of the child and we didn't want to be party
to that. We, in our profession, are continually faced with parental and social norms that
don't match our value system. Do we have the right or ability to conclude that another's approach is harmful to the child? Do we get to say what parental styles or cultural norms are
not acceptable? Who gets to define what is mentally healthy? We promote self-advocacy in
children. We promote resiliency in children. It‟s even on their IEPs. But what if such advocacy violates a cultural norm?
This young woman was not about to speak up and challenge her father in front of us and
probably wouldn't do so in any situation. Is that unhealthy? When a culture's values, attitudes and beliefs clash with ours, who wins? If perfection is the only accepted norm for a
family or culture, do we get to say that it shouldn't be? The bottom line is that we were
dealing with a parent and possibly culture that emphasizes perfection. Our cultural belief is
that such parental expectation is unhealthy and can lead to eating disorders etc. But we
don‟t have the data to suggest whether this pathology is just as likely in other cultures. Finally, do we as a team vigorously support the family who, in their attempt to raise a child,
does so in violation of our values and beliefs? Where is the line drawn?
—Steve
By the way, the arguments presented by dad for a 504 included: the daughter's grades were high primarily due to
the parent's involvement in homework and that EVERY assignment and extra credit opportunity was completed
perfectly. When tested, the symptoms of the disability (ADHD) surfaced in the form of impulsivity and inability to
stay with the problem to completion (lots of part credit). And as for the high scores on MSP and PSAT- the US
ranks 39th or worse on international tests of math achievement- doing well on tests that reinforce mediocrity is not
a reason to say that the child is doing well. Now that’s a future discussion to be had.

RTI in Vancouver Public Schools (continued from front page)
The core team support continues into the tertiary level by providing a supervisory mechanism to individual student interventions. Teams receive and review teachers’ ―Request for Consultation‖ for
problem solving at the individual student level. The core teams provide oversight to the creation of
either Academic or a Behavior Support plans. This Tier III process is an adaptation from Crone and
Horner’s book: Building Positive Behavior Support Systems in Schools.
Core team members receive ongoing coaching during each prevention level. At this time, it is too
soon to say whether RtI is working in Vancouver. But, as a result of implementation, student instructional needs and staff professional development needs across both general and special education settings are emerging. This information is obviously valuable in our effort toward school improvement..
—Bill Link, Vancouver Public Schools
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The 2011 WSASP International Fall Conference Report

So What Did I learn from the fall Vancouver BC
conference?
By Steve Hirsch, Shoreline Schools, EWU,
WSASP conference chair

Let me preface this by pointing out that I have the unique perspective of
viewing a conference from the eyes of a conference coordinator, not a relaxed attendee
1. Vancouver is a great place to host a conference with fine food and a terrific hotel.
2. Listening to a sales pitch can still be extremely helpful if the orientation
is to focus on the value of the instrument. Cecil Reynolds did a great job of
demonstrating the BASC-2s potential in diagnosis and a deeper understanding of those standard scores. On the other hand, when the sales
pitch is clearly just that, the talk is pretty wasted. Somehow we have to
figure out which orientation is which before we relax in our chairs. I will
try to do that for you in future.
3. Good speakers are always worth listening to. Sam Goldstein may have
been talking about his Autism Rating Scale but he‟s one terrific speaker
and you don‟t mind at all that he is discussing a specific tool.
4. Manifestation Determinations must be held for students with 504 plans,
not just IEPs however we couldn‟t quite decide what accommodations
would continue while the student is „out‟ given that there is no academic
program being delivered which needs accommodation. Sometimes good
discussion is worth the time and its okay to attend sessions which don‟t
just provide test training.
5. I learned from one of our prominent special education family-advocate
attorneys that the primary reason for hearings is not that we are screwing
up our paperwork, testing or time frames, but that we simply aren‟t spending enough time forging trusting relationships with our parents and that
it‟s their sense of not being listened to that lands us in hearings.
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The 2011 WSASP International Fall Conference continued
6. In the same session we had a „lively‟ to say the least, discussion of what the
WACs are implying when it lists „planning and maintaining a program of psychological services including psychological counseling for students and parents‟ as a
related service. And then there is the invisible social worker related services which
includes individual and group counseling. Once again, I value these sessions so
much more than the training sessions but that‟s just me.
7. Oh, and lets not forget the blood-pressure raising discussion of referring for
outside testing and/or services-the constant friction between Best Practices and
Budget realities. Oy vey!
8. I learned that to be successful as a conference coordinator, offer sessions of
varying length, content and style; provide good food and plenty of it; charge as little as possible; give away as much as possible and of course, plan on selling lots of
Pink Freud t-shirts! Was it fun- you bet- did you miss a good and worthwhile timeyou bet!

Please plan to attend next year!
Yes NASP will be in Seattle Feb 2013, but in the fall, 2012, our state conference will focus on INTERVENTIONS and more INTERVENTIONS-Academic
interventions, Behavioral Interventions, Cognitive Interventions, Mental
Health Interventions, Fidelity of intervention delivery, Progress Monitoring of
intervention effectiveness and every other intervention topic I could think
of. It’ll be all about helping you know WHAT can be done, not just identifying who gets support.
Save the Date: Oct 11,12,13 at the Pasco Red Lion.
Can you afford to come? Can you afford not to come?
Free wireless internet (not $10/day)
Free parking (not $40/day)
Free breakfasts and lunches (be prepared to buy your own food/coffee at
NASP)
Wine and cheese tasting courtesy of local wineries (we are working on it
right now)
Free Shuttle if you fly
And maybe even some dancing
And its so centrally located for the state-travel wise (and early in year so
no need of need of chains to go over pass)
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It's time for Spring Lecture Series

Our spring series this year will be focused on one topic with one
speaker-Dr. Sam Song of Seattle University would like to invite you to
a k-20 'class' on the role of the School Psychologist in providing school
-based mental health services. The students are out there; the need
greater than ever and the role of the School Psychologist has never
been muddier. How can we, as School Psychologists, assist the
district, school and staff and students with significant mental health
needs. Let us not forget that some 75% of students with mental
health needs are NOT getting their needs met

Embracing The Mental Health Role in WA: Cognitive Behavioral Strategies for
School Psychologists
School psychology has asked what our role should be in addressing the mental health needs
of students for decades. Founded on the public health model and developmental-ecological
theory, a population-based school mental health approach relying on multiple layers of intervention is key to addressing school mental health needs (Doll & Cummings, 2009; Conference
on the Future of School Psychology, Nov, 2002). Despite best efforts at universal and secondary (Tier 1 and 2) interventions, schools will still find students who require intensive mental
health interventions (e.g., Tier 3 and beyond).
While some schools may rely on school counselors or collaboration with community agencies
to address their students’ mental health needs, not all schools employ school counselors or
have community resources with whom to collaborate, e.g., rural schools. In some areas of
Washington, school psychologists are increasingly finding themselves to be the sole “mental
health expert” in the school. Indeed, there is a need for school psychologists to assist in
meeting the mental health needs of students.
This lecture series addresses this need by focusing on Cognitive Behavioral Strategies and Interventions (CBIs) to address the mental health needs of students requiring direct intensive
interventions. This lecture series is unique because it will not focus on diagnostic categories
of disorder or “talk about” interventions. Instead, each workshop in the series will: (a) address problem areas that are most commonly encountered in schools; (b) focus on core interventions to address the problem area effectively; (c) spend the most instructional time on
“how to do” the interventions relying on active learning strategies; and, (d) collaboratively
integrate the collective expertise of the workshop audience who are practicing in schools.
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This lecture series is at the level of intermediate – advanced assuming that participants understand various disorders
found within the EBD classification, how to develop behavioral interventions, and have acquired basic professional
helping/counseling skills.
Schedule (all workshops are on Friday from 9:30 AM to 3:30 PM; lunch and breaks will be provided):
Total clock hours: 5 per day for 5 sessions = 25 clock hours
January 27:
February 17:
March 16:
April 27:
May 25:
Registration

Introduction to CBI and Anger/aggression
CBI for Anxiety
CBI for Depressive Moods
CBI for Executive functioning/ADHD & Autism Spectrum
CBI Risk Assessment for Psychosis

Name:____________________________________________________
Address:___________________________________________________________________________
email:___________________________________________________________________(print clearly)
phone:__________________________________________
school district_____________________________________
preferred site for k-20 transmission (sites will be determined once we receive registrations, with preference to central
locations and remote school districts where travel to ESD or central locations impossible)
____________________________________
WSASP member?_____ (if not, it would be to your financial benefit to join before completing this application at
wsasp.org)
___
___
___
___

regular-wsasp member$200 ($50 per session)
regular-non-wsasp member
$300 ($75 per session)
student/retired-wsasp member$100 ($25 per session)
student/retired non-wsasp member $150 ($40 per session)

Per session registration (check off which ones you are registering for:
____1
____2
____3
____4
____5
form of payment:
_____ district PO to follow
_____ check enclosed
_____credit card (you will be able to register on-line with credit card as well) at wsasp.org
_____type (visa, master card, discover, american express)
__________________________________________card number
______________ expiration date
____________________________________signature approving billing of card
questions: regarding registration/membership: contact Deb Lambert at: wsaspregistration@yahoo.com
regarding series: contact Steve Hirsch at: steve.hirsch@shorelineschools.org 509.230.6643
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Student Connections

Dajana Kurbegovic, SCOPE Student Editor

Fellow students!
I hope that the year is going well for everyone so far! I was excited to see some fellow
school psychology students at the WSASP Fall Conference this year in Vancouver, B.C.
from November 10-12. It was a great success, and I hope that everyone had as much
fun at the conference as I did. Getting involved with an organization like WSASP can
be really beneficial while embarking on your school psychology degree. WSASP 2012
will be located in the Tri-Cities and will focus on the Response-to-Intervention (RTI)
approach! More details to come! Below are some summaries from some great presentations at the conference, and I hope you find the resources useful!
“Understanding Staff Resistance and
Facilitating Support for School Wide Positive
Behavior Support (SWPBS)”

The WSASP Fall Conference: Vancouver, B.C.

-By Laura Feuerborn, Ashli Tyre

In order to build change, the above diagram is a
great approach for just about anything.

From the Left: Laura Feuerborn, Ph.D., NCSP (UWTacoma Assistant Professor, SCOPE Editor and Ashli
Tyre, Ed.D, NCSP (SU Director & Assistant Professor,
School Psychology; WSASP Managing Editor) before
beginning their presentation on “Understanding
Staff Resistance and Facilitating Support for
SWPBS.”

“RTI and the Identification of Students with
Emotional Behavioral Disorder (EBD)”
-By Clayton Cook, Erin Grady
The 7 Big Ideas for RTI – all you need are these seven (yes, only seven!) approaches for RTI!
1. Multiple Tiers of Behavior Support
2. Evidence-Based/Scientifically-Validated Interventions
3. Universal, Proactive Screening
4. Progress Monitoring
5. Treatment Integrity (ex. fidelity)
6. Data-Based Decision Making
7. Problem-Solving
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NEWS FROM NASP
News from your NASP Delegate
Fred Provenzano, Ph.D., NCSP
A New Year’s greeting to you all! This is a natural time to reflect on the past year and to make resolutions for the new year.
Let me offer some thoughts in this regard, related to our profession.
In many ways, 2011 was a difficult year throughout the world,
and education in general and school psychology in particular
were not spared. Tight money, budget cuts, paltry salary raises
if any, furlough days, and reduced benefits faced many professionals in school districts. And, the threat of recession continues to loom, especially with the unsettled economic situation in
Europe.

Fred Provenzano,
Washington State Delegate

On a very sad note and closer to home in our professional community, the December issue of the NASP Communiqué includes a memorial to Ken Merrell, a faculty member
of the University of Oregon’s School Psychology Program and a major contributor to the research and instrumentation related to emotional functioning and resiliency. A native of Vancouver, WA, Ken is wellremembered here in Washington State for his contributions when he was on the school psychology faculty at
Central Washington University, and his involvement in WSASP activities. He will surely be missed, as a
mentor, a researcher, and a friend to many in the field.
Still, there have been some glimmers of hope. As I write this in early December, there are indications of some
possibility of meaningful movement toward fiscal responsibility in Western Europe. The unemployment rate
in the U.S. has declined below 9%, and the Occupy (insert your favorite community here) movement and
other social forces are beginning to encourage Congress to consider compromises to reduce the deficit. In our
own profession, we have been fortunate that the recession did not result in a high number of lay-offs of school
psychologists (although a number of positions were lost to attrition). Still, the fact that school psychology positions survived the budget cuts is a strong comment on how indispensable we are becoming in supporting the
mental health and learning needs of the school communities we serve. Most of our in-state training programs
have also earned the recognition of the advanced level of training offered in school psychology graduate training by creating the Ed.S. degree to replace the Master’s in the field of school psychology.
On a NASP note, 2011 was a good year for Washington State. We set a new record for NASP members from
the state, and a good number of us made the most of the opportunity to enjoy the professional development
and networking opportunities afforded by the 2011 NASP Convention in San Francisco. We’re finishing the
year at close to our last year’s record membership, trailing it by less than 5% even in this tough economy.
This is a testament to the value that school psychologists see in the resources offered by NASP.
(continued next page)
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NEWS FROM NASP (continued from page 11)
As we look toward beginning 2012. I hope that you can do so with an optimistic eye. It will be an
election year, and it has the potential to get ugly. However, I hope that it can be an opportunity to
re-assess our values and encourage our government to come in line with those mainstream values.
We can encourage this by being proactive in encouraging positive themes in education and mental health, relative to individual self-worth and development as well as community caring and
compassion. We have some examples of ways that
We’ll be preparing for NASP to come to Seattle for the 2013 NASP Convention (February 1316th – mark those dates!). You can help by planning to attend and make the most of the over
1000 activities over the four days of the convention. You can also help in some of the local arrangements activities, both before and during the convention. If you’d like to volunteer, please
contact Local Arrangements Co-Chair Tom Delany at tomdelaney48@gmail.com or contact me
at fredipro@comcast.net. I expect you all to join NASP or renew your memberships for the 201213 year so that you can take advantage of the discounted fees for attending the Convention. Better yet, renew or join now to take advantage of the many other NASP member benefits, and to
contribute to the advocacy for our profession!
If you’re a NASP member, let me encourage you to have a better year by making use of the many
NASP resources available to you. The recent issue of Communiqué continues the recent services
of articles regarding concussion and traumatic brain injuries with an excellent article on its impact
on families and the importance of school-home collaboration, an article on crisis response to Japan’s earthquake and tsunami, and information on assessing home-schooled children, among
other topics.
Or, go to the NASP website for savings on selected books from the NASP bookstore, or to
download free resources such as the Fishful Thinking materials on encouraging gratitude and
other positive thinking in children and parents.
While you’re on the NASP website, you can also explore obtaining a grant from the NASP Children’s Fund. These include service grants of up to $3000 for projects that have a direct benefit to
children (e.g., a bullying prevention project), Youth Empowerment mini-grants for up to $500 for
student groups or individual students who develop projects to assist their fellow students, or Tiny
Grants for current NASP members to reimburse them for costs associated with helping to meet
the education, mental health and general welfare needs of students (e.g., books for bibliotherapy,
eyeglasses, therapeutic games).
I hope these few ideas have sparked some thoughts of your own in making 2012 a great year. If
you get any brain storms, please share it with me so I can highlight it in this column. Or, better
yet, write an article for SCOPE or Communiqué yourself!
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Student Poster Session Winners!
s

This picture shows the first place winners holding their
certificates with WSASP President Pam Hamilton (From
Left: Daniel Timofeyev, Pam Hamilton, and Erin Grady).

Congratulations to Graduate Students in
School Psychology!
The Student Poster Competition continued and it was
excellent! Students presented during the social hour and
interacted with colleagues in the field. In addition to the
discount on the conference registration, first place won a
cash prize of $275 from Pearson. So, congratulations to
the first place winners who contributed to the
professional development opportunities at the conference by presenting their work:
Daniel Timofeyev, Wylie Rhoads, Faith Golden, and Leandra Shaver,
Eastern Washington University. Screening for Emotional Well-Being with Content Analysis
of Expressive Writing.
Erin Grady, University of Washington-Seattle, Evaluation of the Positive Greetings at the
Door (PGD) Strategy as a Proactive Classroom Management Strategy.
Many thanks go to the students for participating and everyone who interacted with the students to give
them encouragement! Be sure to participate at next year’s conference in Tri Cities, WA. Watch out for
the call for proposals in Spring 2012!

Northwest Positive Behavior Supports (NWPBIS) Network
This year, we travel to Oregon, our NWPBIS partner state,
to provide the 10th Annual Oregon PBIS Conference in
Portland on February 29th-March 2nd! See
www.pbisnetwork.org for more information.

WSASP

SCOPE
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WSASP EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBERSHIP
Voting Members
OFFICERS:
President

Pam Hamilton

phamilto@gfalls.wednet.edu

President-Elect

Susan Ruby

sruby@mail.ewu.edu

Past President

Sharon Missiaen

Sharon.Missiaen@bellinghamschools.org

Secretary

Suzi Stephan

suzicuep@aol.com

Treasurer

Bob Howard

bhoward@nthurston.k12.wa.us

Area 1A
Area 1B

Jill Davidson
Marilyn Krause

jilldavidson53@gmail.com
voyage53@hotmail.com

Area 1C

Diane Sidari

sidarid@svsd410.org

Area 1D

Erika Kelly-Kennedy

ekellykennedy@auburn.wednet.edu

Area 2

Micki Clugston

clugstonm@eastmont206.org

Area 3

Laura Horan

Laura.horan@bellinghamschools.org

Area 4

Kathleen Topp

kathleent@cksd.wednet.edu

Area 5

Sherri Bentley

sbentley11@comcast.net

Area 6

Jean Gonzales/ Jessica Ford

hurlburt@aol.com

Area 7

Bill Link

Bill.link@vansd.org

Area 8

Jamie Chaffin

jchaffin@cvsd.org

Area 9

Dawn Magden

dawn_magden@sumner.wednet.edu

Area 10

Jenny Marsh/ LoreaK Elliott

AREA REPRESENTATIVES:

jmarch@othello.wednet.edu

Nonvoting Members
LIAISONS:
University Representatives

EWU - Susan Ruby
EWU Certification– Steve Hirsch

sruby@mail.ewu.edu
smhirsch@comcast.net

[UW– Vacant]

SU - Ashli Tyre

tyrea@seattleu.edu

CWU - Suzanne Little

LittleS@cwu.EDU

Student Representatives

EWU– Emily Bowne; Delphina Irani

emily_lca@hotmail.com; delphina84@gmail.com

[CWU/ UW– Vacant]

SU– Annie Kuvinka; Shauna Guinn

NASP Delegate

Fred Provenzano

NASP Futures Liaison

Vacant

NASP SPAN Rep

Jill Davidson

NASP State Health Care Rep

Vacant

Conventions & Workshops Committee

Steve Hirsch

smhirsch@comcast.net

Ethics & Professional Practices Committee

Phil Koester

pkoester@mv.k12.wa.us

Communications Committee

vacant

Retention & Recruitment Committee

Diane Sidari

sidarid@snoqualmie.k12.wa.us

Assessment & Review Committee

Suzi Stehan

suzicuep@aol.com

Awards Committee

Jill Davidson

jilldavidson53@comcast.net

Government & Professional Relations

Jill Davidson

jilldavidson53@comcast.net

Research Committee

Steve Hirsch

smhirsch@comcast.net

Membership

Susan Ruby

sruby@mail.ewu.edu

SCOPE Editor

Laura Feuerborn

feuerl@u.washington.edu

SCOPE Managing Editor

Ashli Tyre

tyrea@seattleu.edu

SCOPE Student Editor

Dajana Kurbegovic

kurbegov@seattleu.edu

Clock Hours

Marilyn Krause

voyage53@hotmail.com

Lobbyist

Terry Kohl

tkohl@comcast.net

fredipro@comcast.net
jilldavidson53@comcast.net
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of School Psychologists or their elected
officials. Permission to reproduce and use
any article is granted to all state school
psychology newsletter editors providing
that the original source is given credit.
SCOPE is mailed without charge to all
members of the Association. The editors
reserve the right to edit articles, however,
no change will be made in the author’s
overall objective. Unsigned articles or letters will not be published. Commercial
advertising for professional training or
materials for school psychologists is accepted.
Editor-In-Chief: Laura Feuerborn, Ph.D.,
NCSP, University of Washington, Tacoma
Student Editor: Dajana Kurbegovic,
Seattle University

Interested in Advertising in the Scope?
The WSASP Board has approved
the following guidelines for organizations or individuals interested in advertising in our newsletter.
For rates and conditions,
email Ashli Tyre at
tyrea@seattleu.edu.
1) The services or products offered (advertised) shall provide potential direct and/or
indirect benefit for school
psychologists; children; and/
or families. Benefits are not
to be limited to the field of
education. For example, a
USBank solicitation might be
of potential benefit for our
subscribers.
2) The advertisements must be
in good taste, meaning suitable for viewing by children

and otherwise non-offensive
i.e. non-sexist,non-racist,
etc.;
3) The company purchasing the
advertisement space must be
an established company in
business for over five years
and with known products. If
the company's status does
not meet this criteria, WSASP
may require a catalog of
products or services offered;
a sample of products offered
to preview; and/or references
of prior service recipients. If
the product/services are
judged to be of likely benefit,
the account will be accepted.
4) Product and service accounts
are to be encouraged. Paid
political advertisements and
paid public policy statements
will not be accepted unless

approved by the executive
board.
5) The Scope Editor will use the
above guidelines to accept or
decline advertising accounts.
6) The Scope Editor will refer
questionable accounts to the
WSASP executive board when
the guidelines above aren't
sufficient to make judgment.
7) The WSASP executive board
reserves the right to reject
any accounts deemed below
our standards of professionalism or of possible detriment to our Scope readers
or association.
Approximately 600 School Psychologists and other educators
currently subscribe to the
SCOPE !

